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Research Note

From Provincial to Professional: Attorney
Robert Kelham (1717-1808)
in Eighteenth-century London

ALBERT J. SCHMIDT

Although attorneys were numerous and certainly important in eighteenth-century
London, few details have emerged about them as individuals.1 This paper examines
the 'lower branch' of the profession by focusing on the activities of one such person,
Robert Kelham, a man of provincial origins whose narrative affords an opportunity
to study the successful transition from country to city and the magnetism that drew
such people to the capital.2 But far from provincial antecedents proving a hindrance
to ambition, they in fact acted to his professional advantage.3

The professional world of Robert Kelham had undergone unprecedented change
in the half century or so after the Restoration. A burgeoning economy, new wealth
and development produced a society of sophisticates obsessed with consumption,
entrepreneurs coping with complex transactions and an antiquated state adjusting
to an array of problems conditioned by war and peace. It is not surprising that these
new societal needs beckoned aspiring lawyers, notably attorneys and solicitors, who
inevitably widened the range and often improved the quality of their services. Their
payoff came in larger fees, enhanced social status, and respectability.4

Professional Life
The Kelham who is subject of this paper made the leap from rural obscurity in
the middle of the eighteenth century. Despite a lifelong career in the city, he
retained provincial connections which permitted him to combine rent-collecting
and wood sales from his country properties with conveyancing, money-lending, and
the investing of monies belonging to his one-time neighbours. Somehow, or perhaps
because of these separate undertakings, he found the time to engage significantly
in scholarship, antiquarian and otherwise. This interplay of London and provincial
business, the utilization of old friendships and family in that pursuit, and the
juxtaposing of scholarship with professional routine - all of these made Kelham
an engaging and even prominent personage in the London legal scene and an
exemplar of the eighteenth-century professional.

Robert Kelham hailed from Lincolnshire where Kelhams had lived in and around
Allington, Netherthorp, and Gonerby since early in the fifteenth century.5 By 1600
the family had scattered throughout the Grantham area. One, a husbandman
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named Thomas Kelham, had become a person of substance when he died in 1598.
By the end of the seventeenth century his two grandsons, John and Robert, edged
the Kelhams toward gentry status. John and his heir, also John, added to their land
accumulation around Gonerby.

When young John's daughter Avice married a Robert Hickson in Gonerby, the
holding increased still more. That the Hickson co-heiress Mary married Robert III,
grandson to the first Robert Kelham, proved still another boon to the Kelham
fortunes. Mary's and Robert's son Robert IV (1677-1752), was for more than fifty
years vicar of Billingborough, Threckingham, and Walcot.6 Although this Robert
was of the clergy, he behaved like gentry, adding to his already sizable properties,
especially around Gonerby. That he was schooled at Cambridge, reputedly owned
a substantial library, and authored a Latin autobiography suggests that he was no
stranger to learning and likely had the desire and the means to educate his only
surviving son, another Robert, and the subject of this essay.7

The Lincolnshire world into which young Robert was born lay at the southernmost
part of the county, called the Parts of Kesteven and Holland. It was an area famed
more for its pastures - 'the glory of Lincolnshire' - and its game-rich fens than
for its arable farmland. The. grasses of Kesteven, in which Gonerby and the vicar's
other villages lay, were only slightly in~erior to those of the Holland fenland, which
fetched the highest rents in England. Despite occasional enclosures and drainage,
farming in Kelham's youth was nearly as much inhibited by barren heaths and
marshland as by pastures and fens. On a human level copyhold cultivators, holding
their lands by custom and tending them much as their ancestors had, were equally
resistant to change.

Mter 1750 Kelham's boyhood landscape changed strikingly. The increased
profitability of cereals and other crops persuaded landholders to enclose grazing
lands for cultivation and reclaim the waste and fens. This new land use spurred
the emergence of a mixed farm economy, transforming south Lincolnshire's heaths
and wolds from sheep pastures and rabbit warrens into wheat fields. Alongside these
newly surveyed fields, toll roads, canals, and grain storage facilities expedited
marketing in this increasingly dynamic capitalist economy. Having dispensed with
customary modes of tillage, enclosers created circumstances in which copyholders
were edged out by leaseholders who employed landless labourers to tend larger
domains.8 Even farmers who continued grazing their land increased their income
from livestock improved through selective breeding and better feeding. Such·
changes no doubt profited landed proprietor Robert Kelham, who would also have
benefited from the new affluence of neighbours who required his professional
counsel.

The origins of Kelham's legal establishment in London are obscure, but certainly
his positive response to a calling in the law was not unusual for the only son of an
affluent father. The legal profession had become what one historian has called a
'haven for the privileged'. Numerous, too, were the sons of clergy drawn to it.9
When, therefore, he was admitted at Lincoln's Inn in 1734, it was likely because
his father possessed the means to pay the bills.lO The same considerations governed
clerkships, which in London were especially costly.I I

A preparatory apprenticeship, intended primarily to regulate and improve the
quality of attorneys, had only just been mandated by the Act for the Better
Regulation of Attorneys and Solicitors (1729). The Act was intended to impose
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professional standards on the 'lower branch' of the English legal profession by
stipulating that:

no person ... shall be permitted to act as an attorney ... unless such person
shall have been bound, by contract in writing, to serve as a clerk for and during
the space of five years, to an attorney duly and legally sworn and admitted ...
and examined, sworn, admitted and enrolled.12

The records do not mention a Kelham clerkship although he possibly, but not
necessarily, served one. Mter five years - in 1739, the year that the Society of
Gentleman Practisers was established - he was admitted and enrolled in the
common law courts.13 His career and professional standards in London seemingly
advanced in tandem.

How Kelham established himself in London is also a virtual blank. Certainly,
starting one's own business would have been an expensive undertaking because
doing so necessitated reconciling start-up costs with a dearth of paying clients.
Entering a going firm, on the other hand, would have been costly as well. In either
case, Kelham, or his father, had the means to pay. Also, there is virtually no record
of the son's first two decades as an attorney. Whether he had always intended a
career in London or had early entertained the notion of returning to Lincolnshire
is unknown. Possibly, he remained in· the country until his father's death in 1752,
managing the family properties.

That for some years before 1760, Attorney Kelham was preoccupied with the
politics of the inns of court and with scholarly writing suggests that he used either
or both as a vehicle for enhancing himself professionally and even attracting clients.
Having become a member of Staple Inn at the time of his enrollment and admission
as an attorney in 1739, he subsequently was designated an 'Ancient' and became
very much involved in the Inn's governance. In 1758, the same year that he
published his first book, he began the first of six elected terms as pensioner; in
1784 he was elected principal. He was, moreover, involved and popular at
prestigious Lincoln's Inn, where he was elected senior member seven years prior
to his death.14

Robert Kelham's scholarship distinguished him among eighteenth-century
London attorneys; however, as an antiquary he was an anomaly among legal writers
of his time. He wrote authoritatively on aspects of the common law, more
specifically, the medieval constitution. 15 His most notable historical venture was
translating the entire Britton, most of which was published in a thin octavo volume
in 1762. Kelham's edition of this late thirteenth-century treatise was the first in
English, having been preceded by two in law French in 1540 and 1640. Although
his printed version did not contain a twenty-fifth chapter, Kelham eventually
completed it in manuscript and deposited it at Lincoln's Inn.16

Kelham also published 'the dissertation ofJohn Selden~ annexed to Fleta~ translated with
Notes' (London, 1771) and a study of the Domesday Book (1788). Unquestionably,
his most important later life work was a critically acclaimed Norman/Old French
dictionary (1779) .17 As its full title suggests, this study required that he probe an
array of sources. These antiquarian studies indicate not only Kelham's considerable
knowledge of early English law but, to judge from references to Glanvill, Bracton,
Britton, and Fleta, his penetrating appreciation of what these thirteenth-century
scholars were up to by way of systematizing the law of their day.IS
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Writing legal treatises in the eighteenth century was generally perceived as one
way for lawyers to earn a living as well as gain a reputation. It is improbable that
authoring works did anything for Kelham besides drawing attention to his erudition.
How such antiquarian interests related to the copyhold world, which was fast
disappearing in his native Lincolnshire, and to the dynamic world of conveyancing
into which he had entered is also unclear. I!> In'Kelham's case scholarship, like
hobnobbing at the inns, would have increased his range of acquaintances among
the lawyering crowd.

One publication, notably not antiquarian, conceivably enhanced his reputation as
a practicing attorney. This was his 'alphabetical index to all the abridgments of law and
equity and to several books of the crown law, conveyancing and practice; chiefly calculated to
facilitate the referenceto The GeneralAbridgement of Law and Equity by Charles Viner' (1758).
Kelham's involvement with this enterprise could hardly have avoided notice, for Viner
had greatly antagonized the printing establishment when he set out to print the
Abridgement at his own expense thereby excluding the law printer holding the patent
for legal publishing20. Viner died in 1756, before the indexing was completed.
Whether Kelham's reputation as a conveyancer was a factor in his selection to
complete this task, or whether he had been acquainted with Viner and undertook
the indexing at the latter's behest is unknown.21 This Viner connection possibly
identified Kelhamwith then current attempts to reform legal education.

Kelham's otherwise professional emergence can also be documented from the
same year, 1758, that Viner's work was published. Apprenticeship records show
that Kelham contracted with a clerk and called 92 Hatton Gardens in Holborn
his business address.22 No doubt, he was kept busy attending the usual attorney
matters: preparing wills, settlements, and conveyancing. Within a few years of this
date, 1762, he was London agent for his Lincolnshire friend, Attorney Benjamin
Smith, Sr of Horbling, on the edge of the fen country.23 Kelham's training
enabled him to serve effectively landed proprietors who required drafting of
leases, assignments, agreements, and private enclosure legislation. In London he
would also have communicated with his client's estate managers back home about
matters which he, as a countryman, perfectly understood. As one authority has
put it:

The reputations of the most eminent London lawyers fanned-out over the rest
of the country vis-a-visthe London agent-country attorney system. The country
practitioner retained and took advice from London counsel on the basis of
his agent's recommendations. Since the majority of London attorneys in
profitable practice conducted agency business on behalf of their country
colleagues, we may conclude that their relationship was of mutual advantage.
There can be no doubt that the London attorneys were the senior partners
because of the large patronage at their disposal. 24

As agent for country attorneys Kelham would also have attended his client's causes
in the courts in Westminster making sure that no slip ups occurred in litigation.25
Country attorneys in need of counsel relied upon their London brethren who
possessed both experience and access. Kelham, for example, not only proffered
his own opinions but drew freely upon the expertise of colleagues like William
Ainge of Lincoln's Inn.26 Whether Kelham served as agent for other country
attorneys besides the Smiths of Horbling is unknown.
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Kelham continued in his Holborn address in the late 1770s, when he invited
Christopher Johnson from Durham into partnership. In 1790, five years before his
retirement, one Alexander Forbes Gaskell joined the firm.27 Robert Kelham was
seventy-six when he quit the firm in 1795.

Social Life
An eighteenth-century professional's family life and social relations were often an
extension of business. With Kelham it is sometimes, but not always, clear how this
was so. For example, it is impossible to discern how his marriage to Sarah (1721-
1774), youngest daughter of Peter and Joanna Gery of Bilston, Leicestershire,
advanced his career if, indeed, it did. Although the Gerys (Geery, Geary) were an
ancient family dating to the time of Edward I, Bilston was a small and
inconsequential village.28 In 1564 it contained only five families; in 1630 a John
Geery, was one of only three freeholders living there. Presumably, this John was a
man of some substance as were his eighteenth-century descendants who resided
in both Derby and London as well as Bilston.29 The Bilston holding, which
remained in the Gery family, amounted to a 104 acres and a mansion house, at
the end of that century. Conceivably, the family branch which resided in London
was Peter's, and Kelham's courtship of Sarah resulted from that proximity.30

It is easier to assess the benefits accruing to Robert from the marriage of his and
Sarah's daughter, Sarah Augusta. In 1778 she married an ambitious young man of
business and good family, Marmaduke Langdale (1756-1832). This son-in-law was
variously a distiller and banker but principally a stockbroker in London and land
owner in Worcestershire and Yorkshire.31 Sarah Augusta's marriage to Langdale
possibly offers a clue to Kelham's investing in mortgages and becoming a player in
the stock market. Although the exact nature of Kelham's and Langdale's business
association remains unclear, the marriage probably fostered their mutual interests.
It would have been difficult for young Langdale to resist the favours of the well-
connected Kelham, who at the time of his daughter's marriage in 1778 was sixty-
one and still very professionally engaged. Kelham's accounts from the 1770s strongly
suggest that he was investing for himself and/ or his clients. Possibly, Langdale joined
Kelham in the mortgage and money markets after the Langdale distillery was
destroyed during the Gordon riots in 1780.32

The Kelham/Langdale enterprise is partially explained by durable country'
connections. The evidence suggests that he and perhaps his son-in-law were in the
stock market not just for themselves but for cHen ts and friends, many of whom
were countrymen from Lincolnshire. That Kelham owned numerous properties
there - particularly in Billingborough and Great Gonerby - necessitated his keeping
very much in touch.33 His not having removed his father's library from
Billingborough also suggests that he retained these local ties.

Above all, Robert Kelham took a keen interest in local charities, particularly
education. Besides founding a school, he supported educating poor boys, claiming
to have paid regularly £3 each year to fulfill a pledge made by his great uncle, the
rector of Coningsby, that twelve of the poorest children in the parish should be
taught to read their catechisms. In his will Kelham stipulated that 40s be added
annually and 'forever' to the sum committed by his uncle. He directed,
furthermore, that monies from his estate be earmarked for founding a school in
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Great Gonerby and designated an annual salary of £10 for the school master to
teach twelve poor boys 'reading, writing, and accounts', provided that Great
Gonerby parish contribute a place for instruction.34 For his native Billingborough
he promised the sum of £1 lOs annually for the purchase of six New Testaments
for the poor students taught in the charity school there and, similarly, that New
Testaments, spelling books, psalters, catechisms, and writing paper from what
remained of the £1 lOs be spent on the Great Gonerby school. Lest his charity be
overlooked, he required that 'RK' be stamped on these books.

Such altruism was further evidenced by the attorney's insistence that every other
Christmas three poor widows of Billingborough be given 'common cloaks';
moreover, he required that £5 be distributed among the poor of that village, as
seen fit by the vicar and his old friend John Pattison. He assigned the same amount
to the Great Gonerby poor, as determined by the vicar 'there and his friend Holland.

Besides educating and clothing the destitute in Lincolnshire, Kelham
remembered old comrades and business associates there as he had in London. A
gold-headed cane, which had been given to his father-in-law by a Major Goldolphin,
he assigned to his 'good friend' John Cragg of Threckingham, who would receive
an additional £50 because of the 'assiduous attention' he had paid to Kelham's
landed property. That he left remembrance rings to Richard Gough .of Forty Hill,
John Pattison, and Benjamin Smith, Sr further substantiates his capacity for
friendship and gratitude.35

Kelham's most important Lincolnshire contact was Attorney Benjamin Smith. As
noted, shortly after Smith had established his firm about 1760, he named Kelham
his agent in London. Although Smith occasionally journeyed there to obtain counsel
at Lincoln's Inn or attend business in the City, he usually left such matters to his
man Kelham while he busied himself drafting parliamentary bills for enclosures
and land drainage in south Lincolnshire.36 Mter all, the services that he required
of Kelham related to such matters. As Smith also immersed himself in managing
and acquiring copyhold manors, he further drew on both his agent's expertise and
easy access to knowledgeable practitioners at the inns of court.37

Kelham's connections in both London and Lincolnshire explain why competent
agents and their country counterparts were so crucial to England's economic well
being. Provincial attorneys like Smith, heavily engaged as a mortgage lender,. were
keenly aware who among his clients had accumulated savings available for
commercial and industrial ventures; whereas London attorneys like Kelham had
the wherewithal to invest these monies to good purpose in the City money market.
Such ventures, however hazardous, could be lucrative. With credit unpredictable,
country banking primitive, and investments always risky, an attorney, whether in
the country or City, who had the trust of both client and broker was a rare and
valuable commodity. When such attorney-broker bonds were cemented by
friendship and family - as were those among the Kelhams, Langdales, and
eventually the Smiths - they counted for much more than merely formal business
ties. Such affinity, moreover, sheds light on the City's acquisition of country capital
which proved a godsend in fueling England's rapidly growing economy.38

To judge from the Smith accounts, the Kelham-Smith business relationship
evolved markedly over the years. Initially, during the 1760s and into the 1770s,
Kelham had concentrated on routine lawyer tasks - making journeys here and
there, facilitating enclosures, perusing title deeds, drawing up wills and conveyances,
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inserting newspaper advertisements, seeking counsel - for all of which he billed
Smith modest fees.39 Kelham continued these tasks, but by the mid-1770s and for
two decades thereafter he collaborated broadly with Smith in ambitious financial
ventures involving Smith's clients. Although Smith's transactions and account
descriptions are tantalizingly abbreviated, they do depict these two attorneys' moving
astonishingly large sums - variously for stock purchases and sales and services
rendered - on behalf of and charged to their Lincolnshire countrymen.40

Besides brokering investments for others, these attorneys were players as well.
Kelham appears, for example, to have been the single largest investor in south
Lincolnshire's Black Sluice drainage project.41 During Kelham's retirement his
accounts in the Smith ledger list fewer ventures; rather they concentrate on services
of a personal nature which Smith continued to perform for Kelham. The two men
had always engaged in reciprocity of sorts - while Kelham oversaw Smith's affairs
in London, the latter attended to certain matters, like wood sales, relating to
Kelham's Lincolnshire properties.42

Their friendship and the respect which they had for one another - although
they did disagree on occasion - made Kelham and Smith a formidable pair as they
balanced conveyancing, enclosing, investing, and lawyer routines for their country
clients.43 Although Kelham left the legal matters in the hands of partners
Christopher Johnson and Alexander Forbes Gaskell, investments, it seems, devolved
to his son-in-law Langdale. The elder Smith, in turn, named Benjamin, Jr his
successor. That son directed his clients' investments to the Langdales with the same
confidence that his father had to Kelham.

This Kelham-Langdale-Smith nexus took a personal turn when Kelham, or his
old firm, helped shape and foster Benjamin, Jr's London clerkship and when the
Smiths were brought into the Kelham-Langdale family. In the winter of 1796-97,
when young Smith clerked under the tutelage of the partners Johnson and Gaskell,
he was often a guest in the Johnson home. There he occasionally encountered
Kelham just as he had at social affairs in Lincolnshire. Such meetings suggest that
the old partner kept in touch and possibly even favoured the young apprentice
with his books and learning.44 When Edward Smith (1780-1813), Benjamin, Sr's
youngest son, married Sarah Langdale, Kelham's eldest grand-daughter, in 1808,
the potential existed for furthering business as well as family ties.45 If Sarah brought
the Smiths into the family, Marmaduke Robert Langdale, Robert Kelham's eldest
grandson, continued the cordial social and lucrative business relationship with
Benjamin Smith, Jr.46 That for a half century or more Marmaduke Robert enticed
Benjamin Smith, Jr. to invest his clients' and his own monies with the Langdales
was old Robert Kelham's legacy to both these families.

Conclusion
What sort of person was Robert Kelham? A Langdale memorial purports to answer
this question. Making allowances for nineteenth-century memoir boiler plate and
the bias of family solidarity, we discern that 'from the earliest period of [his] life
he was regarded by all his acquaintances for his gentleness of manners, his strict
integrity and his uniform attention to all Christian and relative duties.' His assigning
monies to diverse local charities and the coupling of such charities with his church
seems to affirm this 'attention to all Christian ... duties'.
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Certainly, it is easy to concur with the memorial's conclusion that Kelham 'was
blessed with an unusual share of health, having scarcely been confined a day with
illness (though for three years past otherwise infirm) and had hardly omitted
regularly attending divine service to the last week of his life. '47 While the tally of
his church attendance is moot, his advanced age in death supports the contention
that his was a life of good health.

To judge from his bequests and the manner in which he allocated them among
family, Robert Kelham took seriously his patriarchal role. One may further discern,
even discounting the formal verbiage of his will, that he had a loving relationship
with daughter Avice, for whom he set aside books, music, drawings, paintings,
prints, and furniture. Beyond these items, he left her another £100 to acknowledge
'her very affectionate attention to me' .48

The Langdale memorial praises Robert Kelham for 'industry and learning'. While
such flowery eulogies are sometimes worrisomely exaggerated, there can be little
questioning of Kelham's erudition and his very considerable capacity for work. The
antiquarian Nichols hailed him as 'my good friend, the late learned antiquary.49
That Kelham undertook what was likely a thankless task (but possibly an act of
friendship) of indexing Viner's and other works on conveyancing suggests a certain
humility and an infinite patience with detail. The same attributes apply to his
devising a Norman-French dictionary, which in the late eighteenth century served
little practical need. His researching the niceties of Britton, Fleta, and Domesday
Book suggests a devotion to antiquarian scholarship which likely reaped greater
rewards in personal satisfaciton than money and status. Like scholars of all· ages,
he was most likely motivated by a love of learning and publishing the results of his
labour.

Kelham's involvement in the several inns of court implies that he was a joiner,
one who enjoyed a wide circle of professional friends. His designating small legacies
for his countrymen in Lincolnshire was matched by the rings of remembrance which
he left to partner Johnson, William Townsend (his successor as principal at Staple
Inn), John Darby of Gray's Inn, and William Kirkby of the Exchequer Office.50

In retirement Robert Kelham chose to remain at his Bush Hill estate in
Edmonton, Middlesex. Edmonton, an easy coach ride to London, was a retreat for
genteel folk and literati who sought both access to the city and a quiet haven from
it.51 Bush Hill, where Salmon Brook flowed into the Lea, no doubt satisfied
Kelham's quest for such quiet retirement. At the time of his death at Bush Hill on .
29 March, 1808, Kelham was the oldest living member of the Societies of Lincoln's
and Staple Inn.

Although a full reckoning of Kelham's assets and a record of his annual earnings
are lacking, some sense of his worth may be inferred from the large sums which
passed between him and Benjamin Smith, presumably for investment, and cash
amounting to £14,000 plus landed assets, as designated in his wil1.52 He was by early
nineteenth-century standards a person of affluence.

Kelham's heir, his attorney son Robert, was evidently unwell at the time of his
father's death. In any case, he died childless at 56 in 1811. Possibly anticipating
his son's early demise, Kelham had directed that a portion of his estate be
transferred 'into the name of Marmaduke Langdale for the benefit of my godson
[and grandson] Robert Kelham Langdale and of such other of the children of the
said Marmaduke Langdale as I am godfather to as will equal the sum of three
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hundred pounds.'53 This disposition by the dying Kelham to favour his second
grandson and namesake had real consequences after Robert Kelham, Jr's death:
Robert Kelham Langdale assumed the Kelham surname and arms by royal license,
19 February, 1812, eventually taking up residence at Bleasby Hall, Southwell,
Nottinghamshire, on lands long in the possession of the Kelhams of Lincolnshire.54

The Kelham-Langdale-Smith line concluded in the person of Robert Kelham's
great grandson, the Rev. Edward Langdale Smith (1812-95) - the son of the Rev.
Edward Smith and Sarah Langdale, Robert Kelham's eldest grandchild. Like his
father and Kelhams before him, he went up to Cambridge and answered a calling
to the ·church. But unlike his forebears, alas, he produced no heirs.
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